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(54) Subscription based biosensor monitoring system and method

(57) A system (10) for subscription monitoring of a

medically significant characteristic of a bodily fluid which

includes a meter (12), a ROM circuit (36), a test strip

(34), and a registry (50). Meter (1 2) has an identifier cor-

responding to a subscription user. ROM circuit (36) is

provided with test strips (34), and contains calibration

data and an identifier. The meter (12) requires an acti-

vation code before it may conduct a biosensing test. The

meter (12) communicates with registry (50) through

communication means (40) and provides the meter

identifier and ROM circuit identifier. Registry (50) checks

for valid association of the meter identifier, ROM circuit

identifier, and user identifier. If a valid association is es-

tablished, the registry (50) provides an activation code

to the meter (1 2), enabling meter (1 2) to conduct testing

during a subscription period. The meter (1 2) thereafter

validates the ROM circuit (36) association on power up,

so that ROM circuit (36) may only be used with meter

(12), thereby discouraging fraudulent conveyance of

ROM circuit (36) and test strips (34).
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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] This invention relates to biosensing meters

and test strips, and more particularly, to subscription

based biosensor monitoring systems.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Common biosensor monitoring systems for

measuring a significant characteristic of bodily fluid,

such as coagulation time or glucose levels, include dis-

posable test strips for use in a biosensing meter. Partic-

ular use of such test strips has been made for measuring

glucose in human blood. Such test strips have been
used by diabetics and health care professionals for

monitoring their blood glucose levels. The test strips are

usually used in conjunction with the biosensing meter.

The meter may measure light reflectance, such as spec-

ular reflection, if the strip is designed for photometric de-

tection of a dye, or the meter may measure an electrical

property, such as electrical current, if the strip is de-

signed for detection of an electroactive compound.

[0003] In meters for calculating and displaying the re-

sults of reactions of medically significant characteristics

(e.g., glucose, coagulation time) of biological sera (e.g.,

blood, urine or the like) on test strips, it is well known
that the test strips are not precisely reproducible from

batch to batch. Accordingly, calibration data must be re-

alized for each batch of test strips and provided to the

biosensing meter to obtain accurate test results. The
calibration data is often provided via an electronically

readable information carrier, such as a read only mem-
ory (ROM) circuit, which is plugged into a socket in the

biosensing meter. The socket electronically couples the

ROM circuit to a microprocessor/controller in the bio-

sensing meter. Because the calibration data is germane
to the test strip batch, the ROM circuit is provided with

a vial of test strips (e.g., a quantity of 50 tests strips from

the same batch) so that accurate test results may be
obtained for the entire vial. Thus, upon receiving a new
vial of test strips, the user inserts the new ROM circuit

into the biosensing meter, and uses this same ROM cir-

cuit for the entire vial of test strips.

[0004] Other concepts to provide meters with calibra-

tion data rely on bar codes on the test strips or on coding

media separate from the test strips (e.g. RF Tags). An-

other method for calibration is based on an alphanumer-

ical code provided e.g. on a test strip vial or on a pack-

age insert by which the meter is programmed by the us-

er.

[0005] Biosensing meters often include a memory de-

vice to store a number of recent test results. These
stored test results are used to provide trend data to the

user, which is then available to a health care provider to

foster better therapy decisions. The accuracy of the his-

torical data and trend data in tracking the user's condi-

tion is dependent on the testing frequency. Thus, users

may desire to conduct biosensing tests frequently.

[0006] However, the frequency of testing is directly

proportional to the user's cost, as test strips are sold on
5 a quantity basis. Thus, users often limit their testing fre-

quency to keep their individual monitoring costs down,
even though this compromises the accuracy of the his-

torical data, trend data tracking, and predicting the us-

ers' conditions. Additionally, if the user has a contract

10 with a reimbursement institution, such as a health insur-

ance carrier, the reimbursement institution may also lim-

it the number of test strips used per day. Also, many us-

ers have become visually impaired, and/or their manual
dexterity has deteriorated as a result of their medical

15 condition, resulting in test strips being damaged before

or during insertion into the biosensing meter, thereby ar-

tificially inflating monitoring costs for these users.

[0007] A subscription based biosensor monitoring

system provides a user with a higher testing frequency

20 at a fixed cost. The subscription based monitoring sys-

tem involves providing vials of test strips in a reasona-

ble, but essentially unlimited, quantity to the user for a
fixed subscription period cost (e.g., monthly, bi-monthly,

etc.). Thus, a user under a subscription agreement may
25 more accurately track a medically significant character-

istic of biological fluid (e.g., glucose, coagulation time),

and thereby more accurately monitor his or her condi-

tion, at a fixed cost.

[0008] Unfortunately, existing biosensing meter tech-

30 nology cannot distinguish between subscription and

non-subscription test media. Furthermore, existing bio-

sensing meter technology cannot ensure that a sub-

scription user is not giving a vial provided under sub-

scription to a non-subscription user. As each vial is pro-

35 vided with a ROM circuit containing calibration data, and
the ROM circuit may be used in any corresponding me-
ter, a user could provide the entire vial and ROM circuit

to a non-subscription user, or temporarily loan the vial

and ROM circuit to a non-subscription user. This fraud-

*o ulent activity reduces cost for the users, but drastically

increases the cost for the suppliers and manufacturers

of test strips sold on a subscription agreement.

[0009] Thus, there is a need for a subscription based

biosensor monitoring system, and also a need for a sub-

45 scription based biosensing monitoring system that is

fraud resistant.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

so [0010] The invention provides a subscription based

biosensor monitoring system and method. The inven-

tion guards against fraudulent activity by ensuring that

the vial of test strips and a ROM circuit may only be used

with an identified biosensing meter. If the vial and ROM
55 circuit are provided to a different biosensing meter, the

biosensing meter will not activate.

[001 1 ] The invention includes a system for monitoring

a medically significant characteristic of a bodily fluid, the
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system including a biosensing meter identified as a sub-

scription meter by a first identifier and having a controller

being adapted to activate the meter upon receiving an
activation code, and a test media identified as subscrip-

tion test media by a second identifier, the test media as- s

sociated with the biosensing meter. This association en-

sures that the subscription test media can only be used

by a subscription meter to avoid a fraudulent use of the

test media. The association means a check whether the

actual test media are intended to be used by the actual 10

meter. This check may be done by a registry (e.g. an

internet registry) as described below or without the ne-

cessity of a data exchange with a (remote) registry. This

may be done by a code carrier provided with a set of

subscription test media and having a code specific for 15

a particular meter. A controller in the meter checks the

code whether it is correct (i.e. corresponds to the actual

meter) and activates the meter - but only for test media

with a specific code. This code may be covered in the

said code of the code carrier or the code may be pro- 20

vided as a separate code by the code carrier. During use

of the meter the controller checks whether the test me-

dia have the correct code (e.g. in form of a barcode) and

if so activates the meter for testing. It has to be men-
tioned that this embodiment of the invention requires 2$

that the manufacturer of the code carrier knows the spe-

cific meter (e.g. by production number) to program the

code carrier accordingly. This embodiment is therefore

useful in a supply on demand environment where the

user orders subscription test media for his meter. so

[0012] In a further embodiment of the invention the

meter specific programming of the code carrier as well

as a registration via a remote registry can be avoided.

This embodiment uses a programmable code carrier as

e. g. a (partially) re-writeable ROM or an RF ID chip. 35

When the programmable code carrier is used (e.g. by

electrical connection ) with a specific meter a code iden-

tifying the specific meter is programmed into the code

carrier. To avoid fraudulent use in another meter the

code carrier will only be programmable once or the me- *o

ter will check whether the code carrier had already been

used with another meter and rejects the code carrier if

so. When the code carrier, however, is used as intended

by the present invention the code carrier will ensure that

the test media provided together with this code carrier <5

(i.e. corresponding test media) will only be useable with

this meter. For this reason the code carrier contains a

code identifying the test media and the controller in the

meter will only activate the meter when receiving corre-

sponding test media. When the code identifying the test so

media is transferred into a memory in the meter it will

even be possible to disconnect the code carrier from the

meter without imparting proper function of the subscrip-

tion based system. Alternatively to this concept where

a code on the test media has to be checked embodi- ss

ments are possible where the meter after receiving a

fresh code carrier (i.e. a code carrier which has not been

programmed by a preceeding meter) the meter will be

39 A2 4

activated for a subscription period. The subscription pe-

riod may be predetermined or may be programmed in

the code carrier. With this embodiment it is hence pos-

sible to provide the user with a theoretically unlimited

number of test media since payment is controlled by the

subscription period. When the same type of test ele-

ments can be used with non-subscription meters a

fraudulent use of the test media (which are provided in

large number) may occur. It is therefore desired to tie

the use of subscription test media to subscription me-
ters, this can be done in a number of ways. It is e.g.

possible to distinguish subscription test media from non-

subscription test media by their physical shape so that

subscription meter will only accept subscription test me-
dia. It is further possible to provide subscription test me-
dia with a code identifying them as subscription test me-
dia.

[0013] The invention in a first embodiment also inT

eludes a registry associating the first identifier to the

second identifier, and providing an activation code to the

controller.

[0014] Additionally included in the invention are

unique first and second identifiers, the unique identifiers

providing enhanced security against fraudulent activity.

[0015] The invention also includes a method for sub-

scription monitoring of a medically significant character-

istic of a bodily fluid, the method including the steps of

identifying a biosensing meter as a subscription meter,

identifying a test media as subscription test media, as-

sociating the identified biosensing meter to the identified

test media, and activating the identified biosensing me-
ter by the association. The step of activating the identi-

fied biosensing meter includes the steps exchanging in-

formation between the biosensing meter and a registry,

and retrieving an activation code from the registry.

[0016] The method of the invention also includes

uniquely identifying the biosensing meter and uniquely

identifying the test media, and associating the uniquely

identified biosensing meter and uniquely identified test

media to a subscription user.

[0017] Another method of the invention includes

uniquely identifying a biosensing meter, associating the

uniquely identified biosensing meter to a particular user,

uniquely identifying a set of test media, and associating

the uniquely identified biosensing meter to the uniquely

identified set of test media. Then, it is determined wheth-

er the particular user is an authorized subscriber, and

when the particular user is an authorized subscriber, ac-

tivating the uniquely identified biosensing meter for use

with the uniquely identified set of test media, and mon-

itoring the use of the uniquely identified set of test media

with the uniquely identified biosensing meter by the par-

ticular user.

[0018] Additionally, a method for monitoring a medi-

cally significant characteristic of a bodily fluid includes

the steps of identifying a biosensing meter as a sub-

scription meter, establishing a subscription period, and

providing a test media during the subscription period.

3
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0019] FIG. 1 is an Illustrative diagram of a subscrip-

tion based biosensing monitoring system.

[0020] FIG. 2 is a flow diagram describing the process

of obtaining a biosensing meter activation code from a

registry.

[0021] FIG. 3 is a flow diagram describing the bio-

sensing meter power up process in which an electroni-

cally readable information carrier is verified.

[0022] FIG. 4 is a flow diagram describing the process

for associating a unique test media identifier to a sub-

scription user to provide enhanced system security.

[0023] FIG. 5 is a flow diagram describing the process

of obtaining the biosensing meter activation code from

the registry, with security enhanced by utilizing the

unique test media identifier.

[0024] FIG. 6 is a flow diagram describing the bio-

sensing meter power up process in which the electron-

ically readable information carrier is verified, with secu-

rity enhanced by utilizing the unique test media identifi-

er.

[0025] FIG. 7 is an illustrative diagram of a subscrip-

tion based biosensing meter including an optical reader

that reads an optical code encoded on the test strip and

compares this code to an electronic code stored in the

ROM circuit.

[0026] FIG. 8 is a flow diagram describing a patient

management module that stores separate trend data for

a plurality of users and provides this trend data to a cen-

tral registry.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0027] As shown in Fig. 1 , the system 1 0 illustratively

includes a biosensing meter 12, a subscription vial 30
and an associated electronically readable information

carrier, such as a ROM circuit 36, and a registry 50. The
meter 12 communicates with the registry 50 through

communication means 40 and communication port 28.

Communication means 40 may be a phone line, a cel-

lular link, a wireless link, or an internet connection. Data

inquirers 60 receive information from registry 50 to bet-

ter monitor a user's condition and implement therapy de-

cisions.

[0028] Biosensing meter 12 illustratively includes a

strip receptacle 14, a ROM receptacle 16, a controller

20, a memory 22, a display 24, keys 26, and a commu-
nication port 28. The biosensing meter 1 2 can be similar

to the types described in U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,366,609;

5,246,858; and 5,243,516, the disclosures of which are

incorporated herein by reference. Communication port

28 is used to establish a bi-directional communication

link with registry 50. Memory 22 stores historical data

such as accumulated test data, trend values, number of

tests conducted, testing frequency, etc. Memory 22 also

stores an activation code provided by registry 50, and a

meter identifier. The meter is identified by a subscription/

non-subscription identifier. To enhance security against

fraud, the meter identifier is a unique code which unique-

ly identifies the meter (such as a serial number), or a

combination of a subscription/non-subscription identifi-

5 er and unique code. This enhancement is optional. The
activation code is stored in a non-volatile memory cir-

cuit, so that the activation code is retained during a

memory power interrupt, such as turning the meter 1

2

off and on.

10 [0029] ROM circuit 36 is of the type described in U.S.

Pat. No. 5,053,199, the disclosure of which is incorpo-

rated herein by reference. ROM circuit 36 contains

batch specific calibration data for test strips 34 provided

in vial 30. ROM circuit 36 also contains an identifier that

15 identifies the ROM circuit 36 as a subscription or non-

subscription ROM circuit. To enhance system security

against fraud, the ROM circuit identifier is a unique iden-

tifier. Alternatively, the unique ROM circuit identifier may
contain a subscription/non-subscription field, e.g. a first

20 field containing a subscription/non subscription identifi-

er and a second field containing a unique identifying

code. This enhancement is optional. ROM circuit 36 fits

into ROM receptacle 16, thereby providing electrical

communication between controller 20 and ROM circuit

25 36.

[0030] Registry 50 stores subscription user data in-

cluding a unique subscription user identifier for each

subscription user. The user identifier representing a

subscription user is associated with the unique meter

30 identifier, if a unique meter identifier is used. The registry

50 may also store additional user information, such as

name, address, and historical test data and trend anal-

ysis results. The registry, 50 may also be configured to

receive and store all historical and trend data stored in

35 meter memory 22.

[0031] Test strips 34 are usually used in conjunction

with the biosensing meter, and are inserted into strip re-

ceptacle 14. The test strips 34 may be designed for the

photometric detection of dye, if the meter 1 2 measures
*o light reflectance, such as specular reflection, or may be

designed for detection of an electroactive compound, if

the meter 12 measures an electrical property, such as

current. The design of these types of test strips and sup-

port electronics are similar to those disclosed in U.S.

45 Pat. Nos. 5,997,817; 5,762,770; 5,627,075; 5,508,171;

and 5,288,636, the disclosures of which are incorporat-

ed herein by reference.

[0032] Test strips 34 are manufactured in large quan-

tity batches. Because the individual components and
so chemicals used in the manufacturing of tests strips 34

vary slightly with each batch, test strip performance var-

ies accordingly. Therefore, for each batch of test strips

34 manufactured, calibration data is included in ROM
circuit 36 and provided to the meter controller 20 during

55 a biosensing test. Calibration data may also be provided

in form of a barcode or an ID chip. Failure to provide this

calibration data will reduce the accuracy of a biosensing

test, or may even yield inaccurate biosensing test re-

4
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suits.

[0033] In utilizing the system 10, a user receives a

subscription vial 30, which contains a ROM circuit 36.

At least once during use of the vial 30, the meter 1 2 must

obtain from registry 50 an activation code. In step 200,

the first step in the activation process, as shown in Fig.

2, the registry 50 receives the meter identifier. Step 202

determines from the meter identifier whether the meter

12 is a subscription meter. If the meter 12 is not a sub-

scription meter, the registry 50 sends a non-subscription

termination message, which is displayed on meter dis-

play 24, as shown in step 204.

[0034] If the meter 12 is a subscription meter, step 206

determines whether the ROM circuit 36 is a subscription

ROM circuit. If the ROM circuit 36 is not a subscription

ROM circuit, a non-subscription ROM circuit termination

message is sent, and no activation code is provided, as

shown in step 208. If the ROM circuit 36 is a subscription

ROM circuit, step 210 determines whether the user's

subscription is active. A user's subscription may be-

come inactive if the user has canceled the subscription,

or is overdue in a subscription payment. If the subscrip-

tion is inactive, an inactive subscription message is dis-

played, as shown in step 212, and the meter activation

code is not provided. If the subscription is active, the

meter activation code is provided, and the meter 12 is

enabled to conduct biosensing tests, as shown in step

214.

[0035] After activation, the meter 12 will conduct a

power-up test each time the meter 12 is energized. In

step 300, as shown in Fig. 3, the meter interrogates the

ROM circuit identifier to determine whether the ROM cir-

cuit 36 is a subscription ROM circuit. If the ROM circuit

36 is not a subscription ROM circuit, and the subscrip-

tion agreement is non-exclusive, i.e., the meter 12 is a

bifunctional meter in the sense that it may be used with

subscription or non-subscription test strips, step 302 is

executed to activate meter 1 2 to use a non-subscription

ROM circuit and test strips. Alternatively, if the subscrip-

tion agreement is an exclusive agreement, i.e., the me-

ter 1 2 is a subscription only meter and may only be used

with subscription test strips, step 302 may preclude ac-

tivation of the meter 1 2.

[0036] If the meter 1 2 determines that the ROM circuit

36 is a subscription ROM circuit, the meter 12 checks

memory 22 to determine whether a valid meter activa-

tion code has been received, as shown in step 304. If

the activation code is invalid or has not been received,

step 306 informs the user that the meter 1 2 must request

a meter activation code from registry 50. This request is

carried out in accordance with the process described in

Fig. 2 and the corresponding description above.

[0037] If the meter activation code is valid, then the

meter is activated to conduct a biosensing test, as

shown in step 308.

[0038] To ensure compliance with a subscription pe-

riod, the meter 1 2 checks during power up, or after each

biosensing test, whether the subscription period has ex-

pired. The subscription may be a specified time period,

as monitored by an internal clock in meter 1 2, or a spec-

ified number of tests, as monitored by an internal coun-

ter in meter 12, or a combination of a specified time pe-

s riod and specified number of tests.

[0039] In an alternative embodiment, the activation

code includes a subscription expiration date that is pro-

vided to meter 12 and monitored by an internal clock in

meter 12. The subscription expiration date is the date

io the current subscription. agreement expires, e.g., the

end of the current month, the end of the current quarter,

etc. This date reflects the date through which the user

has paid a subscription fee. Thus, if a user obtains an

activation code just before the subscription expiration

is date, e.g., one day, the meter 1 2 must obtain from reg-

istry 50 the new expiration date the next day to ensure

that the user is in compliance with the subscription

agreement. The meter may have a built in grace period,

e.g., one subscription period, during which time the user

20 may pay for the subscription agreement.

[0040] If a subscription period has expired due to

reaching the limit of allowable tests, the meter 12

renders the ROM circuit 36 inoperable. If a subscription

period has expired due to expiration of a time period,

25 the meter 1 2 warns the user that a new expiration date

must be obtained from the registry 50 or the ROM circuit

36 will be rendered inoperable. One method of render-

ing ROM circuit 36 inoperable is to manufacture ROM
circuit 36 from an EEPROM and apply an electrical sig-

30 nal to erase the EEPROM memory contents. Another

method, of rendering ROM circuit 36 inoperable is to

manufacture ROM circuit 36 from, an EEPROM and

erase an activation flag in the ROM circuit 36, while pre-

serving the ROM circuit 36 memory contents.

35 [0041] Alternatively, the meter 12 includes an emer-

gency subscription override signal that extends the sub-

scription period for a limited time if the user is in an emer-

gency situation and requires an immediate biosensing

test. This subscription override period is limited, e.g.,

40 five biosensing tests, or one day, etc. The emergency

override signal resets the activation flag in the ROM cir-

cuit 36, thus providing for limited testing.

[0042] An alternative illustrative embodiment pro-

vides data over communication means 40 in an encrypt-

45 ed format. Any standard point-to-point encryption meth-

od may be used, such as 64 bit encryption.

[0043] Yet another alternative illustrative embodiment

of the invention is provided in Figs. 4-6. This alternative

embodiment utilizes unique meter identifiers and unique

50 test media identifiers to provide security against fraud-

ulent activity. Thus, each meter 12 is associated with a

unique meter identifier, and each ROM circuit 36 is as-

sociated with a unique ROM circuit identifier. When a

user orders a vial 30 under a subscription agreement,

55 the ROM circuit 36 is associated to the user by matching

a user identifier to the unique ROM circuit identifier. The

user identifier, ROM circuit identifier, and meter identifier

must ail correspond before the registry 50 will provide

5
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an activation code. The unique identifiers include a sub-

scription/non-subscription identifier. Alternatively, the

registry 50 may include the subscription/non-subscrip-

tion identifiers in a corresponding database. Both iden-

tifying schemes are equivalent.

[0044] Fig. 4 provides a flow diagram for obtaining a

subscription via! 30 in accordance with the alternative

embodiment of the invention. As part of a subscription

agreement, the meter 1 2 is associated to a specific sub-

scription user. This association is done by associating

the meter identifier to the subscription user identifier in

the registry 50. Subscription users contact a subscrip-

tion supplier periodically for subscription vials 30. In step

400, the registry 50 receives a request for a vial, along

with the subscription user identifier. This step may be

accomplished by verbal communication between the

user and a registry representative, by a communication

between the user and a registry over the internet, by a

written request, or by an electronic link between the me-
ter and the registry. If the user is not a subscription user,

a non-subscription request is processed, as shown in

step 404. Step 402 may also include the determination

of whether the user's subscription has expired. If the us-

er's subscription has expired, a non-subscription re-

quest may be processed, as shown in step 404, if the

subscription agreement is non-exclusive, or, alternative-

ly, the user is required to renew the subscription, if the

subscription is exclusive. If the user is a subscription us-

er, a subscription vial 30 is provided, and in the registry

50 the ROM circuit identifier is associated to the sub-

scription user identifier, as shown in step 406. This as-

sociation is done to ensure that the user does not pro-

vide the ROM circuit 36 and corresponding test strips

from vial 30 to another user after receiving the ROM cir-

cuit 36 and vial 30, as will be explained in the description

of Fig. 5 below. The subscription vial 30 and the ROM
circuit 36 are then provided to the user.

[0045] Upon receipt of the subscription vial 30, the

meter 1 2 must be activated to use the subscription ROM
circuit 36. As shown in Fig. 5, this is accomplished by

communicating with registry 50. In step 500, the registry

50 receives the meter identifier and associates this to

the user identifier. In step 502, the registry 50 deter-

mines whether meter 12 is provided under a subscrip-

tion agreement. This determination may be accom-
plished by having the subscription identifier included in

the meter identifier, or by using the unique meter iden-

tifier to access a database in registry 50. Both are equiv-

alent. If the determination is that the meter 12 is not a
subscription meter, a non-subscription meter termina-

tion message is sent, and no activation code is provided,

as shown in step 504. Step 502 may also include the

determination of whether the user's subscription has ex-

pired. If the user's subscription has expired, a subscrip-

tion renewal message is displayed, and the user must
renew the subscription agreement before meter 1 2 can
be activated. Alternatively, registry 50 may provide for

a grace period, e.g., one subscription period, and pro-

vides a warning message to warn the user that during

the grace period the user must renew the subscription

agreement.

[0046] If the determination is that the meter 12 is a
5 subscription meter, step 506 is executed. In step 506,

the registry 50 determines whether ROM circuit 36 is

provided under a subscription agreement. This determi-

nation may be accomplished by having the subscription

identifier included in the ROM circuit identifier, or by us-

10 ing a unique ROM circuit identifier to access a database

in registry 50. In the case of the latter, the unique ROM
circuit identifier is used to access a database containing

a subscription/non-subscription field. Both schemes are

equivalent. If the determination is that the ROM circuit

w 36 is not a subscription ROM circuit, a non-subscription

ROM circuit termination message is sent, and no acti-

vation code is provided, as shown in step 508.

[0047] If the determination is that the ROM circuit 36
is a subscription ROM circuit, step 51 0 is executed. Reg-

20 istry 50 accesses records indicating whether the ROM
circuit 36 is associated with a different meter 1 2. Step

510 ensures that ROM circuits 36 that have already

been used to obtain activation codes may not again be
used to obtain activation codes in other meters 12, and

25 thus prevents two different meters 1 2 from being able

to use the same ROM circuit 36. If the ROM circuit 36
has been previously associated with a different meter

12, step 512 is executed and a previously associated

termination message is sent, and no activation code is

30 provided.

[0048] If ROM circuit 36 has not been used to obtain

an activation code, step 514 is executed. Registry 50
obtains the user identifier from the user's meter identifi-

er. The ROM circuit 36 identifier must have been previ-

35 ously associated to the user identifier in the registry 50
as described in the flow diagram of Fig. 4 before an ac-

tivation code is sent. This step ensures that a subscrip-

tion user does not order a vial 30 of test strips 34 and
provide that vial to another subscription user. If the ROM

*o circuit 36 has not been previously associated to the user

identifier in the registry 50, an incorrect subscription me-
ter message is sent, and no activation code is provided,

as shown in step 516.

[0049] If the ROM circuit 36 has been previously as-

45 sociated to the user identifier in the registry 50, a meter

activation code is sent, as shown in step 51 8. The meter

activation code in step 518 provides data to meter 12

that associates meter 12 with ROM circuit 36. This ex-

clusive association ensures that the ROM circuit 36 can
so only be used with a meter 12 that contains the unique

meter identifier corresponding to the user identifier.

[0050] However, note that a meter 1 2 may be associ-

ated with one or more ROM circuits 36. Thus, if a user

is nearing the end of a vial 30, the user does not have
55 to wait until the vial is expended before obtaining anoth-

er vial 30 pursuant to the subscription. Accordingly, a
meter 1 2 can be used with one or more associated ROM
circuits 36.

6
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[0051] The meter activation code provides informa-

tion to meter 12 that meter 12 later uses in a power up

cycle to ensure that an associated ROM circuit 36 is in-

serted into receptacle 16 before the meter 12 will oper-

ate. The meter 1 2 may then be used for the subscription 5

period as long as ROM circuit 36 is inserted into the me-

ter. The subscription period may be a discrete time pe-

riod, such as a month, or a discrete number of tests,

such as a number of tests equal to the number of test

strips 34 contained in vial 30. In an alternative embodi-

ment, the activation code includes a subscription expi-

ration date that is provided to meter 1 2. The subscription

expiration date is the date the current subscription

agreement expires, e.g., the end of the current month,

the end of the current quarter, etc. This date reflects the

date through which the user has paid a subscription fee.

Thus, if a user obtains an activation code just before the

subscription expiration date, e.g., one day, the meter 12

must obtain from registry 50 the new expiration date the

next day to ensure that the user is in compliance with

the subscription agreement. The meter may have a built

in grace period, e.g., one subscription period, during

which time the user may pay for the subscription agree-

ment.

[0052] In order to prevent fraudulent conveyance of

vials 30 and ROM circuits 36, a subscription meter 1

2

checks during each power up cycle the integrity of ROM
circuit 36, as shown in Fig. 6. In step 600, the meter 1

2

interrogates the ROM circuit identifier to determine

whether the ROM circuit 36 is a subscription ROM cir-

cuit. If the ROM circuit 36 is not a subscription ROM cir-

cuit, and the subscription agreement is non-exclusive,

step 602 is executed to active meter 12 to use a non-

subscription ROM circuit and test strips. Alternatively, if

the subscription agreement is an exclusive agreement,

step 602 may preclude activation of the meter 12.

[0053] If the meter 1 2 determines that the ROM circuit

36 is a subscription ROM circuit, the meter 12 checks

memory 22 to determine whether the meter activation

code is valid, as shown in step 604. If the meter activa-

tion code is invalid, step 606 informs the user that the

meter 1 2 must request a meter activation code from reg-

istry 50. This request is carried out in accordance with

the process described in Fig. 5 and the corresponding

description above. -

[0054] If a meter activation code is valid, step 608 de-

termines whether the meter 12 is associated with ROM
circuit 36. This is the association provided in step 51 8.

If the meter 12 is not associated with ROM circuit 36,

than an incorrect subscription ROM circuit message is

displayed in accordance with step 610. This ensures

that subscription vials may not be used with unauthor-

ized meters.

[0055] If the ROM circuit 36 is associated with the me-

ter 12, then the meter 12 determines whether the sub-

scription period has expired, as shown in step 61 2. If the

subscription period has expired, step 614 displays an

expired subscription period message, and invalidates

any activation code present in meter 12 to prevent acti-

vation of the meter 1 2. The activation code correspond-

ing to the ROM circuit 36 is erased from memory 22.

The user must then renew the subscription.

[0056] If the subscription period has not expired, the

meter 12 is activated to use subscription test strips, as

shown in step 61 6. Step 618 conducts a test strip integ-

rity check to determine whether the test strip 34 matches

the calibration data contained in ROM circuit 36. If the

calibration data does not match, an incorrect test strip

message is displayed, and the test strip 34 may not be

used to conduct a test. If the calibration data does

match, the meter 12 is enabled to conduct a biosensing

test.

[0057] Another method of conducting the test strip in-

tegrity check of step 61 8 is to optically encode onto each

test strip 34 in vial 30 an identifier, and to encode into

ROM circuit 36 the same identifier. Fig. 7 show an illus-

trative embodiment. When the test strip 34 is inserted

into meter 1 2, an optical reader 1 8, such as a simple bar

code reader which is known in the art, reads an optical

code 19 on test strip 34. Controller 20 compares this

identifier to an identifier stored in ROM circuit 36. If the

identifiers match, the meter 12 is enabled to conduct a

biosensing test.

[0058] To ensure compliance with a subscription pe-

riod, the meter 1 2 checks during power up, or after each

biosensing test, whether the subscription period has ex-

pired. The subscription may be a specified time period,

as monitored by an internal clock in meter 1 2, or a spec-

ified number of tests, as monitored by an internal coun-

ter in meter 12, or a combination of a specified time pe-

riod and specified number of tests.

[0059] In an alternative embodiment, the activation

code includes a subscription expiration date that is pro-

vided to meter 1 2 and monitored by an internal clock in

meter 12. The subscription expiration date is the date

the current subscription agreement expires, e.g., the

end of the current month, the end of the current quarter,

etc. This date reflects the date through which the user

has paid a subscription fee. Thus, if a user obtains an

activation code just before the subscription expiration

date, e.g., one day, the meter 12 must obtain from reg-

istry 50 the new expiration date the next day to ensure

that the user is in compliance with the subscription

agreement. The meter may have a built in grace period,

e.g., one subscription period, during which time the user

may pay for the subscription agreement.

[0060] If a subscription period has expired due to

reaching the limit of allowable tests, the meter 12

renders the ROM circuit 36 inoperable. If a subscription

period has expired due to expiration of a time period,

the meter 12 warns the user that a new expiration date

must be obtained from the registry 50 or the ROM circuit

36 will be rendered inoperable. One method of render-

ing ROM circuit 36 inoperable is to manufacture ROM
circuit 36 from an EEPROM and apply an electrical sig-

nal to erase the EEPROM memory contents. Another
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method of rendering ROM circuit 36 inoperable is to

manufacture ROM circuit 36 from an EEPROM and

erase an activation flag in the ROM circuit 36, while pre-

serving the ROM circuit 36 memory contents.

Alternatively, the meter 1 2 includes an emergency 5

subscription override signal that extends the subscrip-

tion period for a limited time if the user is in an emer-

gency situation and requires an immediate biosensing

test. This subscription override period is limited, e.g.,

five biosensing tests, or one day, etc. The emergency

override signal resets the activation flag in the ROM cir-

cuit 36, thus providing for limited testing.

[0061 J In an alternative illustrative embodiment to that

shown in Fig. 5, steps 510 and 514 are omitted. Thus,

subscription vials 30 and ROM circuits 36 may be used

with other subscription meters 12. While this embodi-

ment still prevents subscription vials 30 from being used

in non-subscription meters, it does not prevent two dif-

ferent subscription meters 12 from obtaining an activa-

tion code from one ROM circuit 36. Thus, the fraudulent

activity of providing subscription vials 30 to non-sub-

scription meters is still prevented.

[0062J Another alternative to the flow diagram of Figs.

5 and 6 is to provide the meter activation code on the

ROM circuit 36 in step 406. Embedded in the meter ac-

tivation code included in ROM circuit 36 is a unique me-

ter identifier. The meter identifier is obtained by corre-

lating the user ID requesting the vial 30 to the meter

identifier. This unique meter identifier must match the

unique meter identifier of the meter 1 0 into which the

ROM circuit 36 is inserted before the meter 10 may be

activated. By embedding the meter identifier into ROM
circuit 36 in step 406, the need for obtaining a separate

meter activation code is eliminated. Additionally, the me-
ter association check of step 608 during meter 1 0 power
up is also eliminated.

[0063] It is readily apparent to one of ordinary skill in

the art that any combination of unique identifiers de-

scribed herein will provide added security. Thus, using

only a unique meter identifier, or using only a unique test

media identifier, using a combination of the unique me-
ter identifier and unique test media identifier, and using

a combination of the unique meter identifier, unique test

media identifier, and unique user identifier, or any com-
bination of these identifiers to provide added system se-

curity are within the scope of the invention.

[0064] Memory 22 of meter 12, in addition to storing

relevant subscription data, also stores historical data

and trend data. This data includes number of test strips

used, number of tests per day, actual test data, date and
time of the actual test data, etc. In an alternative em-
bodiment, this historical data is provided to registry 50
periodically. This period may be a subscription period

(e.g. monthly, bi-monthly, etc.), or may be the duration

of each vial (i.e., when the user contacts registry 50 to

obtain an activation code), or may be an independent

period not related to a subscription period or duration of

each vial (e.g., weekly, bi-weekly, etc). The historical da-

ta is then used to foster better therapy decisions related

to the user's condition. The data may also be provided

to one or more data inquirers 60, such as a user's phy-

sician, or other qualified caregivers, so that the data in-

quirer 60 can better monitor the user's condition and im-

plement therapy decisions.

[0065] If the trend data is provided to registry 50 dur-

ing an activation request, an added advantage of the

present invention is that the provision of this data is

transparent to the user, i.e., the user does not need to

periodically schedule data transmission sessions. Be-

cause these sessions are often overlooked by the user,

a user's trend data available to a physician may often

contain gaps and inaccuracies. Accordingly, the present

invention overcomes this problem.

[0066] An alternative embodiment of the invention in-

cludes a patient management module available to phy-

sicians or caregivers. The patient management module
is used to monitor the conditions of a plurality of patients,

and provide the stored trend data for each patient to the

central registry 50. The patient management module en-

ables a physician to conduct biosensing test for patients

under the physician's care, such as during a clinic visit

or a hospitalization period, and later provide this data to

the central registry for trend analysis.

[0067] Fig. 8 illustrates the operation of the patient

management module. In step 802, a physician provides

a user identifier to the meter, and the meter creates a

dynamic user work space in memory 22. The user work

space is unique to the user identifier. A biosensing test

is then conducted in step 804, and.the results and trend

data are stored in the user work space in step 806. At

some later time, such as the end of the physician's work

day, the physician connects to the registry 50, as shown
in step 808. The meter 1 0 then provides the data in each

user work space to the registry 50, and the historical and

trend data for each user identified by a user identifier is

then updated in registry 50. Step 81 0 destroys the user

work spaces in memory 22, since retention of the data

is no longer necessary.

[0068] As described, the invention provides a sub-

scription system for users to monitor their disease con-

dition at frequencies independent of cost. The increased

frequency monitoring provides more accurate monitor-

ing data that may be transmitted to a treatment center

and/or health care provider so that more effective treat-

ment programs tailored to a user's specific needs may
be implemented. Additionally, an alternative embodi-

ment of the invention utilizes one or more unique iden-

tifiers to prevent fraudulent activity.

[0069] The foregoing description of the invention is il-

lustrative only, and is not intended to limit the scope of

the invention to the precise terms set forth. Although the

invention has been described in detail with reference to

certain illustrative embodiments, variations and modifi-

cations exist within the scope and spirit of the invention

as described and defined in the following claims.
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Claims

1. A system for monitoring a medically significant

characteristic of a bodily fluid, the system compris-

ing:

a biosensing meter identified as a subscription

meter by a first identifier and having a controller

being adapted to activate the meter upon re-

ceiving an activation code; and

a test media for the biosensing meter, the test

media identified as a subscription test media by

a second identifier, the test media and biosens-

ing meter being associated by the first and sec-

ond identifiers.

2. The system of claim 1 , further comprising a registry,

the registry including a user identifier, and associ-

ating the user identifier to the first identifier.

3. The system of claim 1 , further comprising a registry,

the registry associating the first identifier to the sec-

ond identifier, and providing the activation code to

the controller.

4. The system of claim 2, wherein the registry associ-

ates the first identifier to the second identifier, and

provides'the activation code to the controller.

5. The system of claim 2, wherein the test media com-

prises an electronically readable information carri-

er.

6. The system of claim 5, wherein the electronically

readable information carrier includes calibration da-

ta associated with the test strips.

7. The system of claim 3, wherein the controller acti-

vates the meter for a specified time period.

8. The system of claim 7, wherein the specified time

period is a subscription period.

9. The system of claim 1 , wherein the controller acti-

vates the meter for a specified number of tests.

10. The system of claim 9, wherein the specified

number of tests is equal to the quantity of test strips

provided in the vial of test strips.

11. The system of claim 5, wherein the electronically

readable information carrier is a read only memory
(ROM) circuit.

1 2. The system of claim 1 1 , wherein the controller acti-

vates the meter for a subscription period.

13. The system of claim 12, wherein the controller

renders the ROM circuit inoperable after expiration

of the subscription period.

14. The system of claim 13, wherein the controller in-

5 eludes an override code to activate the meter after

a subscription period has expired.

15. The system of claim 1 , wherein the first identifier is

a unique identifier.

10

16. The system of claim 15, wherein the second identi-

fier is a unique identifier.

17. The system of claim 5, wherein the electronically

15 readable information carrier includes a meter acti-

vation code.

18. A method for subscription monitoring of a medically

significant characteristic of a bodily fluid, the meth-
20 od comprising the steps of:

identifying a biosensing meter as a subscription

meter;

identifying a test media;

25 determining whether the identified biosensing

meter is associated with the identified test me-

dia; and

selectively activating the identified biosensing

meter based on the results of the determining

30 step.

1 9. The method of claim 1 8, further comprising the step

of associating the identified biosensing meter with

a unique subscriber.

35

20. The method of claim 18, wherein the identified bio-

sensing meter is activated for a specified time peri-

od.

40 21 . The method of claim 1 8, wherein the step of identi-

fying a test media comprises the steps of:

providing a via! of test strips;

providing an electronically readable informa-

45 tion carrier readable by the biosensing meter;

and

encoding onto the electronically readable infor-

mation carrier an identifier.

so 22. The method of claim 21 , wherein the step of identi-

fying a test media further comprises the steps of:

determining calibration data for the vial of test

strips; and

55 encoding onto the electronically readable infor-

mation carrier the calibration data.

23. The method of claim 21 , wherein the step of identi-

25
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tying a test media further comprises the step of en-

coding onto the electronically readable information

carrier a meter activation code.

24. The method of claim 23, wherein the biosensing s

meter is activated for a specified time period.

25. The method of claim 23, wherein the step of acti-

vating the identified biosensing meter comprises

the steps of: 10

exchanging information between the biosens-

ing meter and a registry; and

retrieving an activation code from the registry.

15

26. The method of claim 1 8, wherein the step of identi-

fying a test media comprises the steps of:

providing a vial of test strips;

providing an electronically readable informa- 20

tion carrier readable by the biosensing meter;

and

encoding onto the electronically readable infor-

mation carrier a identifier.

25

27. The method of claim 18, wherein the identified bio-

sensing meter is activated for a specified time peri-

od.

28. The method of claim 27, further comprising the step 30

of providing an override signal to activate the meter

for an override period after the specified time period

has expired.

29. The method of claim 28, further comprising the step 35

of rendering the test media inoperative after the

override period has expired.

30. A method for subscription monitoring of a medically

significant characteristic of a bodily fluid, the meth- 40

od comprising the steps of:

uniquely identifying a biosensing meter;

associating the uniquely identified biosensing

meter to a particular user; 45

uniquely identifying a set of test media;

associating the uniquely identified biosensing

meter to the uniquely identified set of test me-
dia;

.
determining whether the particular user is an so

authorized subscriber;

when the particular user is an authorized sub-

scriber, activating the uniquely identified bio-

sensing meter for use with the uniquely identi-

fied set of test media; and 55

when the particular user is an authorized sub-

scriber, monitoring the use of the uniquely iden-

tified set of test media with the uniquely identi-

fied biosensing meter by the particular user.

31 . The method of claim 30, wherein the step of unique-

ly identifying a set of test media comprises the steps

of:

providing an information carrier readable by the

uniquely identified biosensing meter;

associating the information carrier with the

uniquely identified set of test media ; and
encoding a unique identifier onto the informa-

tion carrier.

32. The method of claim 30, wherein a registry associ-

ates the uniquely identified biosensing meter with

the particular user and with the uniquely identified

set of test media.

33. The method of claim 32, wherein the step of acti-

vating the uniquely identified biosensing meter for

use with the uniquely identified set of test media

when the particular user is an authorized subscrib-

er, comprises the steps of:

establishing bi-directional communication be-

tween the uniquely identified biosensing meter

and the registry;

identifying the uniquely identified biosensing

meter to the registry;

determining whether the particular user asso-

ciated with the uniquely identified biosensing

meter is an authorized subscriber;

identifying the uniquely identified set of test me-
dia to the registry; and

pairing the uniquely identified biosensing meter

with the uniquely identified set of test media.

34. The method of claim 32, wherein the step of moni-

toring the use of the uniquely identified set of test

media with the uniquely identified biosensing meter

by the particular user when the particular user is an

authorized subscriber, comprises the steps of:

collecting information to be monitored using

one of the uniquely identified set of test media

and the uniquely identified biosensing meter;

establishing bi-directional communication be-

tween the uniquely identified biosensing meter

and the registry;

identifying the uniquely identified biosensing

meter to the registry;

determining whether the particular user asso-

ciated with the uniquely identified biosensing

meter is an authorized subscriber;

identifying the uniquely identified set of test me-
dia to the registry;

determining whether the uniquely identified bi-

osensing meter is associated with the uniquely

10
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identified set of test media; and

when the particular user is an authorized sub-

scriber and the uniquely identified biosensing

meter is associated with the uniquely identified

set of test media, reading and storing the col- 5

lected information to be monitored at the regis-

try.

35. The method of claim 34, further comprising the

steps of: w

establishing bi-directional communication be-

tween the registry and a data inquirer;

receiving a data request from the data inquirer

to access requested registry data; is

verifying the data inquirer's authorization to ac-

cess the requested registry data;

when the data inquirer is authorized, communi-

cating the requested registry data from the reg-

istry to the data inquirer. 20

36. A method for monitoring a medically significant

characteristic of a bodily fluid, the method compris-

ing the steps of:

25

identifying a biosensing meter;

establishing a subscription period; and

providing a test media for the identified bio-

sensing meter during the subscription period.

30

37. The method of claim 34, wherein the biosensing

meter is identified as a subscription biosensing me-

ter.

38. The method of claim 34, wherein the test media is 35

identified as subscription test media.

39. The method of claim 34, further comprising the

steps of:

40

establishing communication between the meter

and a registry; and

providing an activation code from the registry

to the biosensing meter.

45

40. The method of claim 34, further comprising the

steps of:

conducting biosensing tests during the sub-

scription period; and so

storing data from the biosensing tests in the bi-

osensing meter.

41. A system for monitoring a medically significant

characteristic of a bodily fluid, the system compris- ss

ing a biosensing meter including a controller config-

ured to conduct a biosensing test on the bodily fluid,

the controller being configured to activate the bio-

sensing meter upon receipt of an activation code.

42. "me system of claim 41 , wherein the controller in-

cludes a first identifier identifying the biosensing

meter as a subscription meter.

43. The system of claim 41 , further comprising a regis-

try, the registry providing the activation code to the

biosensing meter.

44. The system of claim 42, further comprising a regis-

try, the registry providing the activation code to the

biosensing meter after receiving the first identifier

from the biosensing meter.

45. The system of claim 42, further comprising a test

media identified as subscription test media by a

second identifier.

46. The system of claim 45, wherein the test media in-

cludes the meter activation code.

47. The system of claim 45, wherein the test media

comprises a ROM circuit coupled to the controller.

48. The system of claim 47, wherein the test media fur-

ther comprises a test strip.

49. The system of claim 48, wherein the test strip in-

cludes an optical identifying code, and wherein the

ROM circuit includes an electronic identifying code.

50. The system of claim 49, wherein the controller is

further configured to compare the optical identifying

code to the electronic identifying code, and activate

the biosensing meter based on the results of the

comparison.
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